Y1/2
In art and design we will learn to:
Develop Ideas




Respond to ideas and starting points, such as colours, shapes, materials, objects.
Record and explore ideas from first hand observation and collect visual information.
Explore different methods and materials as ideas develop.

Master Techniques
Drawing







Experiment with applying pressure to line and mark making.
Draw lines and marks of different sizes and thickness.
Colour neatly following the lines.
Show pattern and texture by adding dots and lines.
Show tones by using coloured pencils.
Observe and draw landscapes, patterns, faces and objects.

Painting






Use a variety of tools, including made and thick and thin brushes.
Mix primary colours to make secondary.
Add white to colours to make tints and black colours to make tones.
Create colour wheels.
Mix and match colours to pictures and objects.

Collage





Use scissors with control and precision.
Use a combination of materials that are cut, torn, folded and glued.
Sort and arrange materials.
Mix materials to create texture.

Sculpture







Use a combination of materials, shapes and objects, e.g. rolled up paper, straws, paper, card and
clay.
Include lines and texture.
Use techniques such as rolling, cutting, moulding and carving.
Use basic coil, slab and ball building with clay.
Use the natural world in their artwork.
Design and construct puppets.

Print





Use repeating or overlapping shapes.
Mimic print from the environment (e.g. wallpaper).
Use objects to create prints (e.g. fruit, vegetables or sponges).
Press, roll, rub and stamp to make prints.

Textiles





Use weaving to create a pattern.
Join materials using glue and/ or a stitch.
Use plaiting.
Use dip dye techniques.

Digital Media



Use digital cameras to collect images.
Use a wide range of tools to create different textures, lines, tones, colours and shapes.

Take Inspiration from the Greats



Describe the work of notable artists, artisans and designers.
Use some of the ideas of artists studied to create pieces.

Artists, cultures, designers and crafts people who will inspire us:
Henry Moore

David Hockney

Quentin Blake

Vincent Van Gogh

Gustav Klimt

Hundertwasser

Herve Tullet

Bridget Riley

Joan Miro

Paul Klee

Wassily Kandinsky

Jackson Pollock

Mark Rothko

Piet Mondrian

Pacita Abad

Winifred and Ben Nicholson

Eric Carle

Henri Matisse

Anthony Gormley

Barbara Hepworth

Andy Goldsworthy

Peter Randell-Page

William Morris

Andy Warhol

Yinka Shonibare

Sonia Delaunay

Mann Ray

Aboriginal art

Prehistoric art

Local/ folk art

Traditional African, Japanese and Indian textiles techniques
Traditional African and Indian print techniques

